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SIEVED ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS
BY

WALEED AL-SALAM,1 W. R. ALLA WAY2 AND RICHARD ASKEY3

Abstract. The continuous g-ultraspherical polynomials contain a number of im-

portant examples as limiting or special cases. One of these arose in Allaway's Ph.D.

thesis. In a previous paper we solved a characterization problem essentially equiva-

lent to Allaway's and showed that these polynomials arose from the ^-ultraspherical

polynomials when q approached a root of unity. A second class of such polynomials

is found, and the recurrence relation and orthogonality relation are found for each of

these polynomials. The orthogonality is interesting because the weight function has a

finite number of zeros in (-1,1). Generating functions and other formulas are also

found.

1. Introduction. The continuous a-ultraspherical polynomials of L. J. Rogers [19]

arise as the solution to a number of problems. Their first explicit occurrence as

orthogonal polynomials was in papers of Feldheim [15] and Lanzewizky [17]. Here is

the problem they solved.

The Fejér-Legendre polynomials {p„(x)}™=0, x = cos 8, are defined by

00 « 00

(1.1) |/(rexp(z0))|   = £ r" £ a,a„_,cos(« - 2k)0 = £ p„(x)r",
n=0      k=0 n=0

where an is real and

X

(1.2) /W=Ev"
n = 0

converges in the neighbourhood of z = 0.

If the Fejér-Legendre polynomials are orthogonal, Feldheim and Lanzewizky

showed they can be rescaled to satisfy

(1.3)

2*(1 - ßq")Cn(x; ß\q) = (l - q"+x)Cn+x(x; ß\q) + (l - ß2q"-x)C„„x(x; ß\q)
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for n > 1, where C0(x; ß\q) = 1, Cx(x; ß\q) = 2^(1 - ß)/(l - q), and \q\ < 1, or

a limiting case of this recurrence relation. They knew the polynomials were orthogo-

nal for appropriate choices of ß and q since any set of polynomials that satisfies

(1.4) xpn(x) = Anpn+x(x) + B„pn(x) + Cnpn_x(x),

p_x(x) = 0, p0(x) = 1, with AnCn+x > 0,An, Bn and Cn+1 real for n = 0,1,..., must

be orthogonal with respect to a positive measure (see [14, p. 21]). However, they were

unable to find the orthogonality relation explicitly. When -1 < ß < 1, and -1 < q

< 1 the orthogonality is

1 - 2(2x2 - l)gJ + g2j
(1.5)    / Cn(x;ß\q)Cm(x;ß\q)U

i - 2(2*2 - i)/V + ß2q2j

ß){ß2;q)„(ß;q)x(ßq;q)x

dx

0-*2),/2

if zn =*= n,

if nz = n.

(1 -ßq")(q;q)n{ß2; q)x(q; q)x

Unless otherwise stated \q\ < 1 will be assumed. Then,

oc

(1.6) (a;q)x.=   FIO -a?").
n=0

(1.7) (a;q)n:= (a;q)x/(aq";q)x.

See [19 or 7] for the recurrence relation and [6, 7, 8 or 9] for proofs of the

orthogonality of the continuous a-ultraspherical polynomials [C„(x; ß\q))™=0. The

generating function (1.1) for these polynomials is

M *\ Yr<r-r,*(>-m\»     (^exp(zg);a)00(/3rexp(-zr/);a)oc
(l.o) ¿_ C„(COS0,ß\q)r    = —;-—-r—;-;-—-r-

„_o   "\ ™' (rexp(iO);q)x(rexp(-iO);q)x

and the a-binomial theorem can be used to sum series ( 1.2)

(19) y   (ß;q)nz" = (ßz;q)x

„=o (q;q)n      (^;?)«

See [3, 5,11, 13 or 20] for simple proofs of (1.9).

A second problem that leads to these polynomials was solved by Allaway [2], He

found all orthogonal polynomials (pn(x)}™=0 that have expansions of the form

oc

(1-10) v(x)p„(x)= £ akb„+kUn+2k(x),
k = 0

where the Tchebycheff polynomials of the second kind, {l/„(x)XT=0, are defined by

(1.11) c/„(cos0) = sin(n + l)0/sin0.

The answer to this question turned out to be the continuous a-ultraspherical

polynomials with \ß\ < 1, \q\ < 1, and some appropriate limiting cases. The reason

for considering this problem came from one of the limiting cases. When ß = a\

divide both sides of (1.3) by (1 - a) and let a -> 1. The result is

(1.12) 2(n + X)xCÎ(x) = (n+ 1)C„\ ,(*) + (n + 2X - !)#_,(*),
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Ol, Cq(x)= 1, Cx(x) = 2Xx. {C„A(x)}^=0 are the ultraspherical polynomials

whose orthogonality relation is

flCHx)CHx)(\ - x2)X']/2dx =   2-2M2A)nr(2X+i)
j_cn(x)cm(x){i    x)       ax    (w + x)„!r(x)r(x+1)Vn-

Here (a) „is defined by

(1.14) (a)„ = r(n + a)/r(a).

Szegö showed that for n 3* 0,

(1.15)
A_,C^(x)       2r(\ + (l/2))    »   (l-\)k(n + k)\ ,  ,

{    x)    c*(i)    r(i/2)r(\ +1) ¿i   *!(x+i).+*    n+2*w'

which has the form (1.10).

A problem essentially equivalent to the one solved in Allaway's Ph.D. thesis [2]

was solved in [1]. In both of these treatments not only do the continuous a-ultra-

spherical polynomials arise and their limiting case the ultraspherical polynomials,

but a second limiting case also arises. In [1] it is pointed out that this limiting case is

obtained when ß = sXk, q = soik and s -* 1. Here uk = exp(2iri/k).

Both of the representations given by (1.1) and (1.10) for the continuous a-ultra-

spherical polynomials are special cases of more general identities between these

polynomials. Rogers [19] (see [7] for another proof) showed that for n > 0

L»/2J
(1.16) C„(x;y\q)=   £   a(k, n)C„_2k(x; ß\q),

A=0

/.   x   ßk(y/ß;q)k(r,g)n-k(i-ßq"-2k)

ayK'n)- (q;q)k(ßq;q)„-k(l-ß) '

Since for n ^ 1

(1.17) lim -r^ßCn(cose;ß\q) = 2 cosnö,
ß-*i   t      P

this extends

(1.18) Cn(cos0;/3|a) = £  {.ß> q\k{.ß'q)"~kcos(n - 2k)6.
k=0 (?; q)k\q'y q)«-k

This is the formula obtained when (1.8) and (1.9) are combined as (1.1). The

extension of (1.10) is

(1.19) v(x)C„(x; ß\q) =  £ d(k, n)Cn + 2k(x; y\q),
k = 0

with

d{k ;;) _ ßk(y/ß; g)k(g; g)n+2k{ß2; g)„(r, g)„+k{\ - yg"+2A) A

. 2Q) (fl-> q)k(y2; q)„+2k(q; q)Aßq; í)„+*0 - y)

A _ (y2\q)x(ß\q)x(ßq\q)x

{y\q)xiyq;q)x{ß2\q)x '
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and

(1.21)        v(X)=ñ\l-2{2x22~l)yqJ + yY!
V       ^ V   ;     jJo[l-2(2x2- l)ßqJ + ß2q2J

(see [7]). (1.19) is a consequence of the orthogonality relation (1.5) and (1.16). When

y = q

(1.22) Cn(x;q\q)=Un(x)

and (1.19) becomes

00

(1.23) w(x)C„(x; ß\q) = £ akbn+kdnUn+2k(x),
k = 0

with ak = ßk(q/ß; q)k/(q; q)k, bk = (a; q)k/(ßq; q)k and

(/32;a)„(/3;a)oo()8a;a)o0
d  =

{q\q)n{ß2\q)x(a'^)c

In §2 we will give the orthogonality relation and recurrence relation for the

limiting case that Allaway considered in [2]. In §3 we will treat the other limiting

case when a approaches a root of unity and the polynomials are orthogonal with

respect to a positive measure. This case was not mentioned by Feldheim [15] or

Lanzewizky [17] but it is contained in their solutions as a limiting case. The rest of

the paper will contain some further facts about these two classes of orthogonal

polynomials.

2. Sieved ultraspherical polynomials of the first kind. Renormalize the continuous

a-ultraspherical polynomials by setting

(2.1) C„(x; ß\q) = (ß2; q)ncn(x; ß\q)/(q; q)„.

The recurrence relation becomes for n > 0

(2.2)

2x(l - ßq")cn(x; ß\q) = (l - ß2q")cn+x(x; ß\q) + (1 - qn)c„_x(x; ß\q),

where c_x(x; ß\q) = 0 and c0(x; ß\q) = 1. Set ß = sXk, q = s exp(2mi/k) = suk,

divide by (1 - su"k) and take the limit as í -» 1, to obtain the resulting polynomial

set {cx(x; k)) which has a recurrence relation of the form

(2 3)     i2xcn(x'k) = cn+\(x^k) + Cn-\(x;k),       n^mk,

\2x(m + X)cxmk(x; k) = (m + 2X)c^k + x(x; k) + mcxmk_x(x; k),

where c^(jc; k) = 1; cx(x; k) = x. Note that cx(x; 1) = n\Cx(x)/(2X)n. A natural

name for these polynomials is the sieved ultraspherical polynomials, for a sieve has

operated on the recurrence relation for ultraspherical polynomials after they have

been renormalized and X has been replaced by Xk. There is a second kind of sieved

ultraspherical polynomial (see §3), so the polynomial set {cx(x; zc))^L0 defined by

the recurrence relation (2.3) will be called sieved ultraspherical polynomials of the first

kind. Allaway discovered the recurrence relation (2.3) in [2], but did not study these

polynomials further. In particular he did not work out formula (1.10) explicitly.
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Once this series is summed the orthogonality relation can be obtained formally. For,

(2.4)    Cpn{x)Uj{x)v{x)(\-x^/2dx
•'_ 1

00 .

- L"kbn+kf UJ(x)Un+2k(x)(l-x2y/2dx = 0,

'-1

•l

k=o •-'

if _/ < n, sopn(x) is orthogonal to all polynomials of degree less than n with respect

to v(x)(l - x2)x/1 on [-1,1]. If the series (1.10) converges rapidly enough this

argument is correct. Unfortunately, the series (1.10) does not always converge, and if

it does there may be problems in justifying the term by term integration in (2.4).

There are other ways to obtain the orthogonality relation. Rewrite (1.5) as

(2.5)

f cn(x;ß\q)cm(x;ß\q)U
*_1 .=r

h „ =

1 - 2(2x2 - \)qi + q2'

1 - 2(2x2- l)ßqJ + ß2q2j

2m{l-ß)(q;q)n(ß;q)x(ßq;q)a

(\-ßqn){ß2;q)n{ß2;q)Jq;q)0

The factors in hn that depend on n can be rewritten as

<2 6) (1 - ß)(q;q)„     _    (ß;q)„{q;q)„

dx_=     „
" n"n, m '

]/l - X

(l-ßqn){ß2;q)n      (ß2;q)„(ßq;q)n

The remaining factors in hn that depend on a are

(2 -x (ß;q)x(ßq;q)x _   »   {l - s»+Xku"k){l - s"+Xk+x^x)

(ß2;q)x(o;q)x     ¡-o   (l-J"+2XVt)(l -,"+'<<)   '

There are two sets of factors to consider when evaluating the limit as s -* 1 of the

right-hand side of (2.7). First, consider all the factors that have uk = 1. These are

» (i-r+A)(i_r^+i) =     r,(2\)
l*; }À (i - tm+2X)(i - tm+x)     r,(x)r,(\ + i)'

where sk = t and the g-gamma function ^(x) is defined by

(2-9) rq(x)-(q;q)x(l-qy-y(qx;q)x.

The limit of these factors can be computed when s -» 1 because

(2.10) limr(x) = r(x)
«¡r->l    "

(see [4]).

The g-binomial theorem, equation (1.9), can be used to find the limit of the

remaining factors on the right-hand side of (2.7). When ß = q" and z = xqy we

obtain

(2.11) Hm <f7*;?)oc = lim £ if^k{qyxy
9->l    (qyx;q)x        ,-*i „_„  (a;g)„

= £ ^x" = o-^r
;i=0
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when |x| < 1, and by analytic continuation this holds in the complex plane cut on

[l, oo). Use a sieve on the right-hand side of (2.7) and take the limit as s -> 1 to

obtain

k-\

n (1 - exp(277z///c))A(l - exp(2mj/k))'K = 1.
7=1

Thus,

and

lim
{sXk; suk)x{sXk+W, suk)x _        T(2X)

(*»*;»*).(«**;«•*)..      r(x)r(x+i)

2w(i)LH//rj(x)rn//ci       r(2X)

'"   (x + i)L„Aj(2X)rnAl r(x)r(x + i)'

where the roof and floor functions are defined by:

\a] = smallest integer greater than or equal to a,

[a\ = largest integer less than or equal to a.

The weight function is

00

wi(x) = (i-x2ri/2n
n = 0

1 - 2(2x2 - l)s"u"k + s2nu2k"

n + \k..n    i    v2n + 2\k, ,2n1 - 2(2x2 - l)s"+Xku>"k + s WT

oo    k-\

= o-*T/¿n n
n = 0 7 = 0

1 - 2(2x2 - l)snk+iwj + s2nk+2ju2kJ

1 - 2;(2x2 - iy+x>*+4>¡( + s^n+x^k+2WkJ

Then,

But,

,(x) = limw^x) = (1 - x2)-,/2 n [1 - 2(2x2 - 1) V + «¿2/T-
i-»l j=0

w(x) = (1 - x2)-|/2 n [1 - 2(2x2 - 1)ukJ + 0?J]\
7 = 0

since u{ = exp(2irij/k) = u~k(k~J). Observe that

[1 - 2(2x2 - l)u{ + «#][! - 2(2x2 - l)aiJ + ^]

= [2cos(2irj/k) - 2(2x2 - l)]2.

Thus,

[w(x)]2 = (l-x2r'(4-4x2)2A

= (l-x2)"1

k-\

I (2 + 2cos(27r7//c)-4x2)'
7=1

k-\

n (4cos2(i)-//A:) - 4x2):
7 = 0
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This gives

k-\ x

(2.12) w(x) = (1 - x2)-17^2" n |cos(2ir//fc) - x2| .
7 = 0

We will multiply this function by 2'2X to simplify it (see (2.14)). This is the weight

function when it is integrable, i.e. when X > -1/2.

The careful reader will be aware of two problems that were ignored in this formal

calculation. First, the orthogonality relation (1.5) was only claimed for -1 < ß < 1,

and this means X > 0 rather than X > -1/2. When 1 < ß < q~x/1, 0 < g < 1, there

are two discrete masses that have to be added. They disappear in the limit. Second,

the orthogonality relation was only claimed to hold when the weight function is

positive. When \q\ < 1 this forces -1 < q < 1. We took q = s exp(2mi/k), which is

not allowed. One way around both of these problems is to use the more general

complex measure and contour integral given in [9]. We will not give the details here

since there are more general sieved polynomials, sieved Jacobi polynomials, that

contain the sieved ultraspherical polynomials as special cases. The details of obtain-

ing their orthogonality from the complex orthogonality in [9] will be given in another

paper. The reason for considering the sieved ultraspherical polynomials separately is

that they have a number of very nice formulas that do not extend to the sieved

Jacobi polynomials, or if they extend the extensions are much more complicated.

The integral of w(x) exists when X > -1/2. We would like to show that the

polynomials {cx(x; k)}™=0 are orthogonal with respect to a positive measure exactly

when the integral ofw(x) exists. If X > -1/2, then the coefficients in (1.4) are given

by an = cn = 1/2, when n *= mk and amk = (m + 2X)/(2m + 2X), cmk =

m/(2m + 2X). Therefore ancn+x > 0, n = 0,1,2,..., when X > -1/2 and thus by

(1.4) {cx(x; /c)}^L0 is orthogonal with respect to a positive measure.

The above calculations can be summarized as followed.

Theorem 1. Let k be any positive integer and X > -1/2. Define the polynomials

cx(x; k) by the recurrence relation (2.3). Then

(2.13) fcx(x; k)cxm(x; k)w(x) dx = 8m,nh„
J-\

with

k-\ .

(2.14) w(x) = 22X<*-"(1 - x2)",/2 n I*2 - cos2(w//*)|
7 = 0

= (l-x2)X-1/2|i/,_1(x)|2X

and

r21,x .   _(X)U/k]yl)ín/k¡T(l/2)T(X +1/2)1

K' ] "     (2X)rnAl(x + i)LnAjr(x + i)  •

One surprising special case occurs for m, n < k. If x = cos 6, then for j =

0,1,..., k,

(2.16) cx(x; k) = Tj(x) = cos j6;
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we have

(2.17) ÇTm{x)Tn(x)\Uk_x(x)\2\l-x2)X-x/2dx

<0, if 0 < m =*= n < k,

r(l/2)T(X + l/2)/r(X + l) = h0 if ro - n « 0,

n0/2 ifl<m = /i<fc-l,

^n0/2(X+l) ifm = n = k.

Multiply both sides of (2.17) by X + 1/2 and let X -» 1/2. Since (X + 1/2)/z0 -» 1

as X -» -1/2, the measure does not vanish. It becomes a finite number of point

masses located at x = ±1 and at the zeros of Uk_ x(x), and the resulting orthogonal-

ity is equivalent to a well-known finite orthogonality for cos nO.

1       1   v^        m-ni       nui       1
(2.18) yr + -r £ cos —Trucos —r~- + yrCOSW77COsn77-

7=1

[0, if 0 < m * n < k,
= (1, if m = n = 0 or m = n = k,

\ 1/2,    ifl<m = n<fc-l.

Since c*(1; /c) = 1, for 0 < / < k, this suggests looking at cx(l; k) for other;'s. A

simple induction using (2.3) shows that for/ > 0

(2.19) cx(l;k)=l.

3. Sieved ultraspherical polynomials of the second kind. To find the other kind of

sieved ultraspherical polynomials put ß = sXk+xuk, q = suk in (1.3), divide by

(1 - sw"k+x) and let s -* 1. Denote the resulting polynomials by Bx(x; k). Their

recurrence relation is

2xBx(x;k) = Bx+x(x;k) + Bx^x(x;k),       n + I * mk,

2x(m + X)Bxk^x(x; k) = zn/3^(x; *) + (m + 2X)S^_2(x; fc),

where /30A(x; zc) = 1; B^(x; k) = 2x, if k > 2; ß*(x; 1) = 2(X + l)x. Note that

ßnx(x;l)=CflA + 1(x).

The formal calculations in §2 can be done in this case and lead to the correct

results. The resulting orthogonality relation follows.

Theorem 2. Let k be any positive integer and X > -1/2. Define the polynomials

Bx(x; k) by the recurrence relation (3.1). Then

(3.2) flBx(x; k)Bx(x; k)w(x) dx = Smnhn

with

A-l
.2xi/2 rr i2(3.3) w(x) = 22Mk-[)(l -x2)l/zn|x2-cos2(77//zc)|

7 = 0

=o-x^+i>,_,(*)r
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and

n4x .       (A + 1)L„AJ(2X + l)L(n + i)Aj r(l/2)r(X + 1/2)

K   } "      2(i)Lb/*j(x + i)L(n+i)Aj r(x + i)

In this case

(3.5) Bx(x;k)= U„(x),       n = 0,1,..., k - I,

and

Bx(x; k) = = 2x(X + l)l4_,(x) - (2X + l)Uk_2(x).

Orthogonality with respect to a positive measure holds when X > -1/2. When

X -» -1/2 a discrete orthogonality arises, but this time the point masses at x = +1

do not appear. The discrete orthogonality is equivalent to a known discrete ortho-

gonality, namely

T k-\
,. ., 2  v-,   .    n77/  .    mir/      . .       ,
(3.6) £ £ sin-^sin-^ = Ôm,„,       l<m,n</c-l.

7=1

The analogue of (2.17) is

(3.7)

P Um(x)Un(x)\Uk_x(x)\2\l - x2)A + 1/2 dx = hmSnun,       0 < m, n < k - 1,

with hm = T(l/2)T(X+ l/2)/2Y(X+l) for n = 0,1,2,..., k - 2 and hk_x =

(2X + 1)A0/(X + 1).
The reason for the notation Bx(x; k) rather than Cx(x; k) is that the orthogonal-

ity relation in Theorem 2 does not reduce to that of Cx(x) when k = 1, but to that

of Cx+ x(x). It would be natural to define Cx(x; k) = Bx~ x(x; k), but the resulting

formulas would be a bit more complicated to write. The notation adopted should be

as simple as possible, as close to previous notation as possible, and as suggestive as

possible. When it is not possible to have all of these, simplicity is a natural choice.

4. Generating functions and related results. The generating function (1.8) is very

useful. To find the resulting generating function for the sieved ultraspherical

polynomials of the second kind {Bx(x; k)}™=0 start with f(z) defined by the

g-binomial theorem (1.9), takeß = sXk+xuk, q = suk and let 5 -» 1. The results are

(4.1) a        = lim {ß; q)     ' - (X + \)n/n\
î-i (g; q)„k+j

forj = 0,1,2,..., k - l.Then

(4.2) /(z) = £  iX+iy • ~^ = (1 - zkY\l - z)-\
H = 0

The generating function for Bx(x; k)is

00

(4.3) £ Bx(x; k)r" = (1 - 2xr + r2)-'(l - 2Tk(x)rk + r2k)   .

n = 0
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An explicit representation can be found from (4.3)

(4.4) Bx(cosO;k)=     £     l/B_t,.(cos0)C/(cosA:0).
O^jan/k

Another representation is

(4.5) B„(cos6; k) = £ ajan_jCOs(n - 2j)0,

7 = 0        '

with ay's given by (4.1). Since a7 > 0, when X > -1 and |cos 6\ < cosO = 1, we have

for-1 < x < 1 andX > -1

(4.6) \Bx(cosd;k)\^Bx(l;k).

For the sieved ultraspherical polynomials of the first kind this argument leads to a

partial generating function. The results are

(4.7) f{z) = {l-zkyX

and

(4.8) £ ^cxk(x; k)r"k = (l - 2T,(x)r* + r2k)~\

n = 0

There is a full generating function and it can be found as follows. Use the generating

function (1.8) to go from

00 00

£ C„(cos6;ß\q)r" - ß £ C„(cosO; ß\q)(qr)n
rc=0 n=0

to

£  (1 - ßq")     ( _ {l-ßr2){ßqre<°;g)x{ßqre->°;q)x

¿o   0-/5)   C"{COs6>ß]q)r   - (re«;q)x(re-«;q)x

This leads to

00 1 - r2
(4.10) £a„c„x(x;/c)r" =--,

«=o (I - 2xr + r2)(l - 2Tk(x)rk + r2k)

with an given by

u „x (X + l)Ln/,j(2X)rnAl
(4.11) a„ =-7—-.

(l)L«AjAr«Al

Formulas (4.3) and (4.10) imply

(4.12) a„cx(x;k) = Bx(x;k)-Bx_2{x;k),       n > 2.

When (4.4) and (4.12) are combined the result is

(4.13) a„cx(cosd;k)=     £     a n_ jkTn_ jk(cos 6)CX {cos kO),
0^j^n/k

where a0 = 1 and an = 2 for n ^ 1. By using the generating functions for Tn(x) and

Cx(x), (4.13) also follows from (4.10).
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From (4.10)
00

£ ancx(cosO;k)r"
n = 0

1 + 2 £ /•■'cos j6

7=1

t r"k £ ^%cos(n - 2j)ke

but

so

„=o    7=o 7'!(«-y')!

cos jdcosmO = ?[cos(y - m)0 + cos(j + m)0]

cx(cos0;k) = £/}(X)cos/0,

7 = 0

with^(X) > 0 when X > 0. This gives for n > 0

(4.14) |c*(x;fc)|< 1,       -l<x<l,A>0.

The inequality (4.14) does not hold when X < 0. To see this observe that

(4.15) <4(cos0; k) = Cx(cosk0)/Cx(l)

follows from (4.8), and

\Cx(cos0)\^Cx(l)

holds when X > 0 but not when X < 0 (see [21, Theorem 7.33.1]). This inequality

fails for other n 's as well. This can be shown for n large by using Darboux's method

on the generating function (see [21, §8.4]). It also fails for n = k + 1, since

(4.16)

Then,

ck+x(cos$; k) =
(X+ l)cos(/c+ 1)8 + Xcos(/c - 1)6

(2X + 1)

x    ( «"       , )        , 2XMcosm;/c) = -1 + 2X+Tcos
(k- l)g

2/c + 2
<-l,

when -1/2 < X < 0. It is likely to fail for all n > k when -1/2 < X < 0, but a

proof will have to wait until we learn more about these polynomials.

5. Further facts. It is possible to evaluate Bx(x; k) at a number of points, and then

from (4.12) to evaluate cx(x; k) at the same points. One of these points arises

naturally from an evaluation of the continuous g-ultraspherical polynomials given in

[7]. These polynomials can be given by

<;<«.*«,>-£# i /■V.;;)f;<)', (g)'«pz(.-2*)«.
(g,g)n k-o [g   /ß\q)k(<i>q)k{ßi

When ß = exp(2i0) this gives

(5.1) C„((/i'/2 + /i--/2)/2; ß\q) = ß^\ß2; q)„/(q; q)„,
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from Heine's formula

ü>(a,    h:.   c )- (c/a;q)x(c/b;g)x

2   'I        c;«>ab)-   (C;q)x(c/ab;q)x  '

Setting ß ~ sXk+ xuk, q = suk and taking the limit as s -» 1 gives

(5.2) zC.^-»/*;*)-(-1)*(M+,').-'l-,'+"*A-
mK+JK m\simr/k

j = 0,l,...,k -\;k>2,m = 0,2,....
This can be extended. From the explicit formula (4.4)

m

(5-3)   Bmk+j(<x>siv/k;k)= £ i/(m_j)i+;(cosz7r//c)CJ(coszV)
5 = 0

= g sin[((m-,)^+j+l)zVA] (2X),(-l)fJ

_0 sin itr/k s\

(-l)mism(j+l)iv/k £  (2X),

sin i-ïï/k ~Q    s\

= ,   ^m,sin(y + 1 )/tt/A: (2X + l)m

sin i-n/k m\

for z = 1,2,..., k — 1; j = 0,1,..., k — 1 ; k > 2; m = 0,1_It is also possible to

find the value when x = 1. Again from the explicit formula (4.4)

m

(5.4)        Bmk+J(l; *) = £ [(m - s)k +j + l](2X)s/s\
5 = 0

_(mk+j+l)(2X+l)m     k£    (2X)S
ml ,f , (5 - 1)!

(mk+j+ 1)(2X+ l)w     2X/V(2X + 2)m_,

w! (zrz - 1)!

nz/c(2X+ l)m + (j+ 1)(2X+ 1)^,

m! w!

(2X + l)mk(2X + 2)m_i     mk(2X + 2)m_,

(2X+1),

nz!

nz/c
J+ 1 + 2X+ 1nz!

where 7 = 0,1,..., /V - 1; k > 1; nz = 0,1,_

By using these equations and (4.12) we obtain

(5.5) cxmk+j(cosi-n/k; k) = (-1)""cosijn/k,

i = 0,l,...,k;j = 0.l,...,k- l,m = 0,l,....
The many monotonicity properties of the ultraspherical polynomials (see Szegö

[21, Chapter 6]) are likely to extend to the sieved ultraspherical polynomials when

they are considered on the intervals (j - l)-n/k < 6 ^jir/k, j = l,...,k, and
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x = cos 6. In addition the graphs of the polynomials p„(x) and pn+2k(x) are very

similar for both p„(x) = cx(x; k) and p„(x) = Bx(x; k)/Bx(l; k). An extra arch

has been added in each of the intervals (j - l)ir/k < 0 = cos~'(x) <jn/k and the

successive maxima and minima near x = cos im/k seem to converge monotonically

to their limits when the sequences P2m+j(x) are considered as functions of m =

0,1,... withy fixed.

One interesting consideration is to see how the point x = (ßx/2 + ß'x/2)/2 in

(5.1), which is exterior to the interval [-1,1], moves to x = cos(7r/A;), which is

interior to [-1,1], as g approaches uk. It is also interesting to see that the values of

cx(x; k) are independent of X when x = cos(im/k).

Rogers [19] found the linearization coefficients for the continuous g-ultraspherical

polynomials:

min( m, n )

(5.6) C„(x; ß\q)Cm(x; ß\q) =     £    a(j, m, n)Cm+n_2j(x; ß\q),

7 = 0

where

,--\       ¡.       v    (ßq;q)m+n-2j(q;q)m+n-2j(ß;q)m-j(ß;q)n-j
(5.7) a(j,m,n) = -——-——-

(ß ; q)m+n-2j(ß; g)m+„-2j(q; q)m~Aq\ q)n-}

(/3;g),(/32;g)m+„_,-
x

(q;q)j(ßq;q)m+n-j'

When ß = sXk+ xuk, q = suk, it is easy to take the limit as s -> 1.

Theorem 3.1fk= 1,2,..., then

min(m, n)

(5.8) Bx(x; k)Bx(x; k) =     £    a(j,m,n)Bx+n_2j(x;k),

7 = 0

with

,        , (   . . (X +  T)\_m + „+l-2j/k\{T)\_m + n-2j/k\(X + f)\_m-j/k\
(5.9) a(j,m,n) = - -j-r-

(X + l)in-J/k¡(X + l)y/kj(2X + l)ym+n + i-j/kj
X

0)l«-7AJ(1)L7/*j(^ + l)Lm+«+i-7'/*J

where in each of the subscripts, such as   [m — j/k\, the integer k divides all the

integers before it.

The parenthesis that should be included was dropped to make the printing easier.

Observe that a(j, m, n) > 0 when X > -1/2.

A similar, but more complicated, formula holds for the sieved ultraspherical

polynomials of the first kind. To see this rewrite (5.6) and (5.7) as

min(m,n)

(5.10)       c„(x;jß|g)cm(x;/3|g)=     £    b(j, m,n)cm+„_2J(x; ß\q)
7 = 0
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with cn(x; ß\q) - (g; q)„Cn(x; ß\q)/(ß2; g)„ and

(5.11)

m (l-z5)(l-/Jg- + "-2Q(l-/3V)(l-/3V)
U'    ' (\ + ß){\ - ßqm-J)(\ - ßq"-J){\ - ßql){\-ß2qm+»-J)

x (ßq; q)m-j{g\ q)m(ßq; q)n-j{q; q)n{ßq\ q)j{ß2q; q)m+„-j

(<?; q)m-j(ß2q\ q)m(q; q)n-j{ß2q\ q)„(q; q)Aßq\ q)m+n-j '

When ß = sXk, q = suk and s -* 1, the second group of factors, those involving

(a; q)r, have a limit. The first also do but cases have to be considered. When y = m

(mod k)orj = n (mod k), then any zero factor in the bottom is obviously cancelled

by one in the top. When j = (m + n) (mod k) this also happens, because «/ = 1

and <¿TkJ = 1 are satisfied at the same time. When none of these conditions hold the

only factor in the bottom that can vanish is 1 - ßq' and this is cancelled by 1 - ß.

The resulting coefficients are too messy to state until necessary, but it is easy to see

that the limiting coefficients b(j, m, n) are nonnegative when X > 0.

There are many other formulas that can be found, and they should be recorded

somewhere. One example follows from an identity of Rogers [19]:

,,-,-x    r(        ,   x      V'P ßJ{y/ß\q)J{r,q)n-j{\- ßq-2j) „       ,      fi|   ,
(5.12)    C„(x;y|g) =   £   - -—-C„_2j(x; ß\q).

y-o       (g>g)j(ßg, g)n-j(f - ß)

Set y = sXk + 1uk, ß = s^k, q = swk and take the limit as s -» 1. The result is

L»/2J
(5-13) Bx(x;k)=   £   a(j,n)ct_2/(x;k)

7 = 0

with

.       x _ 2(X + 1 - ¡x)y/k\(X + l)L„_7/,j(2/x + l)L„-2jAj    ,       ,
W'     / /i\ /       ,i\ /,\ DV7'"/'

ll)L//*j(f* + 1)L"-7AJ(1)l»-2/AJ

where

1 if n — 2j =*= nj/V,

\ (nz + n)/(m + 2/j)     ifn — 2j = mk.

When y = 5XÍ:, /i = s***, g = jwt and s -» 1 the connection coefficients are found

between cx(x; k) and cf(x; k). It is also possible to connect two /3„'s and to invert

(5.13).
As we remarked, Rogers found (5.6), (5.7) and (5.12). In both cases he seems to

have worked out the identity for low degree polynomials, guessed the answer and

then proved it by induction. There is no way to do this for the sieved polynomials,

since the formulas for the recurrence relation have too many factors that are

constant most of the time. It would be very hard and probably impossible to get

enough data to guess the formula.

There is an inverse for both (5.6) and (5.13) (see [7]). We leave the inverse of (5.6)

to others, or until we need it, and only give one special case of the inverse of (5.12).
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The g-identity is

(5.14)
X

wß(x)C„(x; ß\q) - £ a(k,n)C„ + 2k(x;y\q)wy(x),
7=0

ßk(y/ß: rit(r'^);t(yVta; ?L(/V+*+l: ■?)*(■ - /^"Xfr ?)«

"( '"' (?;?)A(y?"+A;?)oc(/3V:?)oc(y^)oc

When |/?| < 1, |g| < 1, the function wß(x) can be taken to be

/   x= A     (1-2(2x2-l)g"-g2")

W'     M(l-2(2x2-l)/3g"-/32g2")-

When y = g, this simplifies to

(5.15)

(<?;?)„    , ,n i   ox x    , £ ai(q/ß->q)j (q;q)n+j ,M    v2u,    / x^-j-^xKte f |() « ¿ x> (?. ̂  (ifi ,)>+j<o - * >W»)

with

(/3;g)00(/3g;g)0O
¿ =

(q;q)x(ß2;q)x

Set /3 = sllk, q = suk and let s -» 1. The result is

(5.16)    22<^1)^^   c£(cos0;/c)
' sinö        "

.     rff»)     f (i-M)i^j(i)u»+,)/Ajsin(w +   . + l)e
r(/i)r(M + l)y.o(l)ly/*j(M + l)L(-+7)/*J

Formulas (5.15) and (5.16) are the explicit forms of the identities Allaway showed

existed in his Ph.D. thesis [2].

6. Open problems. Many problems suggest themselves for these polynomials. One

is to show that the Poisson kernel for these series is positive for -1 < r < 1 when

X > -1/2. This can probably be done using an expression for the Poisson kernel for

the continuous g-ultraspherical polynomials due to Gasper and Rahman [16].

However, their formula will be an integral representation for the Poisson kernel and

so may only hold for X > 0 for the polynomials of the first kind. Thus there may be

a need to find a series representation for the Poisson kernel similar to Bailey's [11]

that will give the positivity.

A potentially very important result would be the second order differential

equations these polynomials satisfy. See Atkinson and Everitt [10] for a proof of the

existence of these equations. It may be possible to derive them from the g-divided

difference equation in [9].

It would also be very interesting to see how much of the qualitative behaviour can

be extended to general orthogonal polynomials. A start on this when the recurrence

relation has the form

xp,,(x) = a„pa+i(x) + b„p„{x) +a„_xp„_x(x)
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with

bn = (-l)"b/n + 0(l/n2),

an = 1/2 + (-l)"a/n + 0(l/n2)

was made by Nevai [18]. If /?„(x) are orthogonal with respect to an absolutely

continuous measure on [-1,1], say W(x), then Nevai showed that

W(x) > A\x\C (I -x2)d,       -1<x<1,

for some c, d > -1. Actually he proved more, but for a complete statement of his

results see his paper. It is likely that a similar theorem is true with respect to a

measure

k

Y\\x- cos(-ïïj/k)\a J ,
7 = 0

when the recurrence coefficients have an appropriate behaviour in the subsequence

ank+J,j = 0,1,..., k - 1. However it is not clear yet whether it is better to take the

orthonormal polynomials as Nevai did, or take another normalization as we did in

this paper. Probably there are theorems in both cases.

An extension of the continuous g-ultraspherical polynomials was considered in [8].

It should be very interesting to let q approach a root of unity and find the

orthogonality relation that arises. This will give some extensions of the polynomials

of Pollaczek.
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